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Economics has been called the “dismal science.” Not because it is depressing or miserable, 
but because it is complex and confusing to many people. Yet if we look at economics 
from the perspective of critical thinking in action, we find that the discipline presents 
students with challenges and skills that can aid in making them better global citizens. 

Economic Ways of Thinking

Economic theories tend to be abstract, suggesting an analysis developed from a 
process related to the scientific method. Taking the lead of this scientific method, the 
“Economic Way of Thinking” has a set of steps leading to information collection, theory 
development, and policy evaluation:

Step 1: Observe behavior in the world. 

Our world is full of actions that can be observed and for which we can collect data.

• Why does a consumer buy more of a good when the price is low than when the 
price is higher? 

• How does the worker in a factory assembly line produce more goods per day than if 
that worker was building the entire product alone?

• Why is the gross domestic product (GDP) of some nations higher than others? 

Step 2: Hypothesize about the data. 

• Do consumers see that they can get more for their money as they buy more of the 
product? Do they think that the product purchased has less value to them as they 
purchase more? 

• Do factory workers work faster? Do they work more efficiently since they do not 
move from their stations? Do they become more skilled by repeating the same 
function day after day? 

• Is there a difference in population? A difference in climate or topography? A 
difference in labor skills? A difference in natural resources?
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Step 3: Test these hypotheses. 

To do so, economists use models employing statistical functions, graphs, or real-life 
experiments. 

• Give a consumer an amount of income and then record the income used as prices 
change. Consumer survey data on product purchases can be collected and analyzed. 

• Use real-time experiments to measure the productivity of workers in various 
organizational situations. Data can be collected and then analyzed.

• Collect data on a variety of resource measurements to determine the quantity and 
quality of natural and human resources available in each country.

Step 4: Once hypotheses are proven or dispelled, formulate theories. 

Economists stay true to the scientific method by using mathematical functions to 
determine statistical probabilities for acceptance of theories.

• Theory: The law of demand states that as prices rise, the quantity demanded falls.
• Theory: Productivity is a ratio of the inputs to the outputs. Productivity can increase 

by specialization of labor and capital, investment in human capital, and increases in 
resources available for use. 

• Theory: The GDP measures the total amount of goods and services that can be 
produced within the boundaries of a nation within a year. The GDP depends on the 
quality and quantity of the resources available. 

Step 5: Make difficult choices after accepting particular economic theories.

Every nation faces problems of an economic nature that must be solved. Economic 
theories act as the foundation of problem solving and policy decision making. Here, 
critical thinking becomes an important tool for the economist to define the problems, 
sort through the choices, and make good decisions. Thus questions answered by 
economists include:

• Should government subsidize consumers or producers so that more products that 
have benefits beyond the buyer and seller are produced and sold?

• Will it be efficient if government provides funding for job training programs that 
will aid new workers in skill development and hence raise their wages?
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• Should government increase capital spending for infrastructure so that transportation 
networks can move a greater amount of products and resources?

All of these steps require students to use critical thinking skills. Indeed, to say that critical 
thinking is unrelated to economics would be like saying that sewing skills are not related to 
clothing design.

Laying the Groundwork 

Teachers who are preparing their students for AP-level classwork need to lay the groundwork 
for critical thinking skills in everyday teaching. Middle school and early high school teachers 
must be aware that critical thinking is important beyond economics and can be taught and 
used in other courses. In my high school, I depend on the critical thinking development 
that occurs in the three years of history our students are required to take. When I receive 
the seniors in my elective AP Economics class, I am confident that they bring a thinking 
“toolbox” that will be put into play immediately. 

The first activity of my class each year involves trying to create a set of “products” using a set 
of available resources. Four teams receive an envelope with a varying amount of paper (land 
resource) and scissors or glue (capital resource). They need to organize their labor resources 
(the students), and one or more of them needs to act as the entrepreneur to organize 
production to complete the products required. 

It looks like organized chaos as they work, but what I see is the realization of Bloom’s 
Taxonomy of the Cognitive Domain. Students recognize the knowledge needed to 
comprehend the tasks and define the problem to be solved. They move into application as 
they begin to see how the available resources can aid in problem solving. Analysis is reached 
as they manipulate the resources in different ways and search for their best use. As the 
groups create the required list of products, they move into synthesis. When the groups finish 
with production, the entire class evaluates the products and is debriefed about the outcome. 

Without their toolbox of thinking skills, students would find it difficult to complete the 
activity, and that bad experience might give them a “bad” taste for the economics course. 
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Critical Thinking Defined

Critical thinking is not about recall but rather the use of information. Diane F. Halpern, in 
Thought and Knowledge: An Introduction to Critical Thinking, gives this definition:

Critical thinking is the use of those cognitive skills or strategies that increase the 
probability of a desirable outcome. It is used to describe thinking that is purposeful, 
reasoned, and goal directed—the kind of thinking involved in solving problems, 
formulating inferences, calculating likelihoods, and making decisions when the 
thinker is using skills that are thoughtful and effective for the particular context 
and type of thinking task. Critical thinking also involves evaluating the thinking 
process—the reasoning that went into the conclusion we’ve arrived at, the kinds 
of factors considered in making a decision. Critical thinking is sometimes called 
directed thinking because it focuses on a desired outcome.

We all have the ability to think critically, as we use the skill daily in our personal lives 
to make decisions. This thinking skill is developed with practice. Students can learn 
AP Economics more efficiently if they have practiced the processes of critical thinking. 
Pre-AP teachers can create lessons that aid in critical thinking development as it relates 
to AP Economics. 
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Skills in the Classroom

This list of skills to be developed relates directly to a range of learning activities. Here I 
suggest ways that each of these skills can be addressed in classroom work.

Skill: Recognizing and evaluating sources of information

Suggested assignments:

• Create a Web quest to find population statistics.
• Assign a project to find sources of information about specific entrepreneurs.

Skill: Organizing and classifying information

Suggested assignments:

• Present data and allow students to sort the list into useful information sets. (See the 
worksheet titled “Factors of Production: Tracing the Production Process” on page 73.)

• Present some facts and challenge students to determine relationships between 
 the facts.

Skill: Comparing and contrasting related concepts and institutions

Suggested assignments:

• Compare population statistics by country or by region.
• Contrast the characteristics of successful entrepreneurs.
• Use information to create Venn diagrams or other graphic organizers. (You can find 

many models for graphic organizers at www.eduplace.com/graphicorganizer/.)
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Skill: Fusing isolated ideas into more sophisticated concepts

Suggested assignments:

• Use models to show concepts and relationships. 
 • Graphic organizers can be the first way to help students connect ideas.
 • As students engage in these skills, simple graphs can often be introduced. In this  
  example, the concept of demand, supply, and equilibrium are developed as we  
  move from isolated ideas to sophisticated concepts.

  • Demand is the relationship between price and quantity for the consumer. 
   A simple demand curve can be shown.

  
  • Demand is down-sloping because as the price rises, consumers buy less since  
   their income does not rise, or they may substitute other goods. 

  • Supply is the relationship between price and quantity for the producer. Add  
   the supply:

  
  
  
 
  • Supply is up-sloping because as the price rises, the seller will offer more for  
   sale since the goal is profit. Profit is price times quantity.
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  • Now we see that an “equilibrium” is reached where demand is equal to   
   supply. This creates the market. Here is where the transaction occurs:

Skill: Formulating relationships between concepts or things

Suggested assignments:

• Structure math exercises that lie at the foundation of marginal thinking, which is a 
common theme of microeconomics.

 • First define the marginal and the total concept. Present a series of numbers for  
  students to add. As they add the marginal number (each additional number)   
  each time, ask them to say how the total and the marginal are affected. A simple  
  example would be:      

     

Marginal Total

1 1 1

4 3 5

5 1 19

9 4 28

12 3 40

 • Note that the marginal is changing, but the total is still increasing.
 • Relate this idea to the notion of diminishing marginal returns. As we    
  consume more of a product or service, each successive unit becomes 
  less valuable to us, though our total satisfaction is still rising. 
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Skill: Identifying examples, recognizing symbolism, and making analogies

Suggested assignments:

• Engage students in using the newspaper to find articles about economic issues. You 
will find everything is economic in nature: the front page with stories about people 
and their wants and needs, the sports page with team attendance and player salaries, 
the business page with news of business profits and layoffs, the lifestyle page with 
stories about consumers’ demand for goods and services.

• See the worksheet titled “Practice with Analogies” on page 75.

Skill: Appreciating perspectives, motivations, and roles of various institutional actors

Suggested assignments:

• Any kind of role-playing simulation will lead to development of thinking skills. 
Most simulations will involve planning, observation, logic and reasoning, 
calculations of chance, observing, using information, and creating and testing 
possible solutions. 

 • Have students describe an argument they recently had at home or with others.  
  Challenge them to give the same argument, from the other person’s point 
  of view.
 • Create a city council scenario and assign roles. Let students bring issues before  
  the council for debate and vote:
  • Water pollution problems
  • A NIMB (“not in my backyard”) problem
  • A budget problem

• Present students with editorials and op/ed columns for analysis:
 • Look for the perspective of the writer.
 • Speculate on motivation.
 • Think of who gets the benefits and who is hurt by the idea.

Skill: Weighting the significance of observed behavior

Suggested assignments:

• In economic thinking, we say that consumers act rationally. Students will be able to 
understand this idea if they can observe behavior and determine if rational thinking 
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is noted. Engage them in a discussion of how they acted in the cafeteria during lunch: 
Did they treat each other with respect or not? Did they queue up to buy the lunch or 
cut in line? Did they clean up their space or leave a mess? Which of these actions is 
rational behavior? Treating someone with respect often will result in positive results. 
More people treat you with respect, and you develop a better self-image. Queuing 
up and taking your turn gives others their equal right and is the right thing to do. 
Leaving a mess on the lunch table just means someone else has to do the work while 
you don’t. Of course, in school all of these negative choices could land you in the 
office of the assistant principal for discipline. That’s not very rational! 

• Extend the lesson and send students on a mission to observe the behavior of 
shoppers at the mall. Then collect the data and draw conclusions about the 
shoppers. Ask students to describe the process they used to draw conclusions.  
Does the action seem reasonable? Was rational behavior exhibited? Allow others  
to question the conclusions drawn.

Skill: Analyzing logical argument 

• Link to Education World lesson plans at www.educationworld.com/a_lesson/lesson/
lesson304b.shtml and find a wealth of information about organizing a debate in 
your class. This site provides rules for debates and topic ideas. It helps students to 
formalize their arguments and make written and oral presentations.

Skill: Distinguishing between cause and effect

Suggested assignments:

• Structure activities that give practice on logical thinking. Economics looks at 
rational behavior, but the analysis of that behavior is the key. Here are just a 

 few ideas:
 • Present students with statements so that they can recognize and evaluate claims  
  about cause and effect. For example:
  • Statement: My dog caused me to wake up. 
   • Cause: Did the dog jump into the bed? Did you call the dog to the bed?  
    Was the dog barking? Was it loud barking? Are you deaf? Were you really  
    asleep? 
   • Effect: You woke up.
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  • Statement: The police car’s siren got me to pull over. 
   • Cause: Was the siren blaring? Were you speeding? Were you afraid you   
    had violated a law? Were the police looking for you? Was the police car  
    immediately behind you? Did the police flag you down?

   • Effect: You pulled to the side of the road and stopped.

Skill: Explaining unexpected observations and predicting events and results

Suggested assignments:

• Create “What if?” stories to analyze.
 • What if the American Revolution had been 200 years earlier?
 • What if the computer had been developed 50 years earlier?
 • What if the federal government would give $100 billion in educational funding  

 to schools across the nation?

Skill: Testing hypotheses and choosing between alternatives

Suggested assignments:

• As students are involved in activities like those outlined in the assignment above:
 • Assist them in structuring the debate to define the problem, hypothesize, and   
  then create arguments for and against the issue. 
 • As a concluding idea, hold a mock election to decide the issue.

• Students can create advertising for a product that the teacher assigns. Posters or 
newspaper- or magazine-type ads can be displayed, and the class can vote on the 
most effective ad.

Skill: Applying information and principles to the real world

Suggested assignments:

• In any learning activity, students often ask, “How can I use this?” Critical thinking 
means that students move to the real world and see how the ideas are applied.

 • Before talking about GDP, assign a country study. Let students find all the   
  statistics about a country’s goods and services, its demographics, its climate, 
  and its set of natural resources. 
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 • Each student or group can create posters to display the information. 
 • Then, hold a discussion on GDP and refer students to the posters. Challenge   
  them to think of ways that influence the GDP of a nation.

Skill: Creating and evaluating solutions to problems

Suggested assignments:

• Any “brainstorming” activity includes thinking about solutions and their effects. 
Economic actions carry secondary effects, so this type of activity is essential to 
understanding the results of action. Many kinds of situations can be addressed. Here is 
where the newspaper and Web search can yield stories that will foster these discussions. 
For example:

 • If we place a high tax on cigarettes, what is the effect?
  • Primary effect: Will a tax reduce the number of cigarettes sold? Will a tax   
   increase revenues? 
  • Secondary effect: Will we reduce the ability of smokers to buy other   
   goods and services? Will we increase crime since some buyers may need to  
   “supplement” their income? Will tobacco farmers be forced out of business?  
   Will “stop smoking” product sales increase to enrich those firms? 

Skill: Expressing one’s ideas in persuasive writing and debate

Suggested assignments:

• Students in many learning activities can express what they think or believe in writing 
assignments and debate/discussion. Teachers should be willing to help structure their 
writing and debate using good thinking skills. (See the worksheet titled “Sample Lesson: 
Formulating an Argument” on page 77.)

To conclude, critical thinking and problem-solving skills are important proficiencies that 
students enrolled in AP Economics need for their success. Teachers in both middle school 
and early high school should provide opportunities for students to develop the thinking 
skills required. Using some of the resources outlined here can not only help your students 
in AP Economics but also serve as a “social studies” toolbox for all the courses taken in the 
fields of social science. 
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Resources

Here are a few Web sites with well-developed lessons incorporating critical thinking 
skills.

Facing the Future: People and the Planet 
www.facingthefuture.org/ 
This site has many downloadable lessons that aid in developing many of the skills noted 
above. As noted on the site, Facing the Future: People and the Planet is a nonprofit 
organization that educates young people about complex global issues and promotes 
critical thinking. Curriculum resources and community action opportunities explore 
the global challenges of poverty, population, environment, consumption, and conflict, 
and tie these challenges to sustainable solutions that students can pursue in their 
everyday lives.

Discovery School 
http://school.discovery.com
This site has three economics lessons for middle school that provide the practice of 
critical thinking. Find the lessons at http://school.discovery.com/lessonplans/econ.html.

Economic Education Web 
http://ecedweb.unomaha.edu/
This site at the University of Nebraska at Omaha has a page that includes online 
economics lessons. Find the list at http://ecedweb.unomaha.edu/lessons/lessons.cfm. 

Virtual Economics Companion Lessons 
http://ecedweb.unomaha.edu/K-12/ve.cfm 
This site is helpful for finding lessons and other resources for developing thinking skills. 

World Bank Development Education Program 
www.worldbank.org/depweb/english/quizzes.html
This program, part of the World Bank Group, designs tools and resources to help 
teachers and students. Check out the Interactive Quizzes and Games section of their 
Web site and find timely puzzles and challenges. 
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Factors of Production Name __________________

Tracing the Production Process

Definitions: Factors of Production
Land: Natural resources like trees, soil, minerals, and the air
Labor: Workers and managers
Capital: Tools, machines, and factories
Entrepreneurship: Organizes production, takes risks, and creates product ideas

Make a list of 10 examples of wealth. Then give examples of the corresponding land, 
labor, and capital to produce this wealth. We assume that entrepreneurship is present in 
some form in all examples.

Wealth Land Labor Capital

house building lot architect bulldozer

automobile iron ore engineer welding robot
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Select an entrepreneur that you know or one in the business spotlight. Write a 
description of the skills and characteristics exhibited by this individual and other 
successful entrepreneurs.

Entrepreneur name ______________________ 

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
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Practice with Analogies   Name __________________

 1.  Plow is to farmer as steal is to 
   A. steel
   B. rob
   C. dishonest
   D. thief

 2.  Concede is to concession as pronounce is to 
   A. state
   B. secret
   C. speaker
   D. pronouncement

 3.  Faithful is to faithless as patient is to
   A. hospital
   B. medicine
   C. impatient
   D. angry

 4.  Seeing is to seen as driving is to 
   A. ride
   B. drove
   C. driven
   D. vehicle

 5.  Hot is to cold as honest is to 
   A. deceit
   B. trust
   C. honest
   D. policy 

 6.  Leaf is to leaves as wolf is to 
   A. dogs
   B. wolves
   C. devour
   D. pages
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7.  Cottage is to mansion as 
   A. hamlet is to house 
   B. camp is to hut 
   C. pond is to lake
   D. mountain is to peak 

 8.  Portion is to food as
   A.  apartment is to dwelling 
   B.  meal is to dessert
   C.  amount is to number
   D.  dose is to drug

 9.  Directory is to address as
   A. list is to number 
   B. catalogue is to shop 
   C. thesaurus is to fact 
   D. dictionary is to spelling 

10.  Dividend is to stockholder as
   A. patent is to inventor
   B. royalty is to author
   C. interest is to banker
   D. investment is to investor

Answers

 1. D
 2. D
 3. C
 4. C
 5. A
 6. B
 7. C
 8. D
 9. D
10. B
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Sample Lesson: Formulating an Argument

In this lesson, students will be given a focus idea. They will identify and formulate 
the question or idea and then develop criteria for judging possible answers. They will 
develop a plan for collecting data and the structure an argument and then generate 
conclusions and reasoning. 

1. Focus on an idea or question: Give students a set of topics that lend themselves 
to observable behavior or data collection possibilities. Examples may come from 
history, science, or mathematics. This is a list of twentieth-century inventions with 
wide-ranging impact. 

 a. Electric washing machine
 b. Traffic light
 c. Lie detector
 d. Telephone answering machine
 e. Fax machine
 f. Refrigerator
 g. Computer chip
 h. Television
 i. Airplane
 j. Electric lighting in the American home and office

k. Radio

2. Identify and formulate the question.
 a. How has the invention selected affected the social and cultural life in the 
  United States?
 b. How has the invention selected been a benefit or detriment to family life in the  
  United States?
 c. How has the invention selected acted to make business more efficient?
 d. How has the invention selected made the world a better place?

3. Develop criteria for judging possible answers.
 a. Positive and negative impacts on social and cultural life would be determined   
  and a cost benefit analysis could be applied.
 b. The impact on the family would include a list of characteristics that would harm  
  or benefit family life.
 c. Profit drives business decisions and would serve as the criteria of efficiency.
 d. “The world is a better place” would have various definitions. Students would   
  need to define the idea.
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4. Develop a plan for collecting data.
 a. Library research using tertiary sources first
 b. Extension of research to books, magazines, and verifiable Web sites

5. Develop an argument.
 a. Make list of factors that contribute to the question.
 b. Categorize and rank order the importance of the factors.

6. Generate premises and conclusions.
 a. Craft preliminary conclusions about the data.
 b. Arrange conclusions from primary to least likely.

7. Develop reasoning steps/support for conclusions (the “why”).
 a. Construct the argument in support of your primary conclusion.
 b. Write notes for debate or create an outline for a written presentation.
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